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1. Phonetics and phonology

 1.1. Onset consonants

           Bilabial  Alveolar   Alveolar   Palatal  Velar  Pharyngeal  Glottal 
                     (apical)  (sibilant)

Voiceless
plosives      p         t          c [ʦ]             k                 (q) [ʔ]* 

Voiced
plosives      b         d          z [ʣ]             g [ɡ] 

Nasals        m         n                            ṅ [ŋ] 

Voiceless
fricatives                         s 
 
Voiced 
fricatives    v [β]                          j [ʝ] 

Lateral                  
(velarized)
approximants            l [ɫ] 

Other                                                
approximants                                                  ẏ [ʕ] 

-------------------
* [ʔ] is denoted by q after a consonant and/or before u, else left unmarked. 

Vocalic onsets are not permitted. 

 1.2. Medial glide

[w], written u. Must be preceded by an onset consonant (not bilabial) and followed 
by a vowel (other than [ʉ u]). Alternatively, can be analyzed as labialization 
which is contrastive in all onset consonants other than bilabials, except before 
narrow rounded vowels.  

 1.3. Coda consonants

The same inventory as for onsets excluding [ʔ ʕ] (but including zero). 

 1.4. Vowels

             a 

    e [ɛ]    eu [ɞ]    o [ɔ] 

    i        y [ʉ]     ou [u] 
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The use of the digraphs eu, ou in the standard Romanization is motivated by 
conservative dialectal pronunciations partly preserving the rounded offglides 
before historical (and synchronically underlying) labialized syllable codas (see 
2.1 below). 

 1.5. Other details 

No prosodic features are known to be contrastive in the language. In the 
mainstream dialects as spoken around 1 YP, words tend to be pronounced with a 
marked initial intensity which can be perceived as automatic initial stress. 

There are no onset clusters other than [Cw] and no coda clusters at all. However, 
in medial clusters all the permitted codas freely combine with all the available 
onsets. 

Mainstream dialects don't permit any additional phoneme mergers or positional 
neutralizations of phonemic contrasts. In particular, medial clusters preserve the 
voice contrast on both components, so e. g. all of -tt- -td- -dt- -dd- are 
differentiated. However, the specific allophonic mechanisms involved vary across 
dialects. Typically, voiceless plosives are realized as tense, and voiced ones as 
lax; tenseness can be emphasized by aspiration in onsets and preaspiration or 
preglottalization in codas; voicing proper tends to be lost in many environments 
in dialects with strong (pre)aspiration or preglottalization, up to realizing all 
the onset consonants (including nasals and ẏ, l, v, j) as devoiced except when 
preceded by an inherently voiced segment (that is, also in phrase-initial 
position). In non-mainstream dialects, the lax quality of voiced plosives can be 
realized as fricativization in coda position, which may lead to loss of certain 
contrasts.

2. Morphonology

 2.1. Underlying syllable structure, glides, vowels and consonants; umlaut

Underlyingly all syllables are open; surface coda consonants are produced by 
deletion of underlying vowels. 

The underlying glide W corresponds to the medial glide [w]. It is always preceded 
by a non-bilabial consonant. However, since underlyingly all syllables are open, W 
can also follow a consonant that surfaces as a syllable coda.

There are only three underlying vowels: E, I and O, by default corresponding to 
surface e, i and o. The other surface vowels are produced by so-called labiovelar 
umlaut (denoted by ʷ) of the three underlying vowels before syllable codas 
containing a W, as shown in the chart below.

   Underlyingly:          Before surface codas:
 
                           Zero or |C|    |CW|   
                
       (W)E                  (u)e         (u)a
       (W)I                  (u)i         (u)eu
        O                     o            ou
        WO                    uo           y
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Most consonants are not subject to any modifications in producing the surface 
syllable structure and are denoted by the same symbols as in the standard 
Romanization. The only exception is /ʔ/ which corresponds to underlying Q.

With very few exceptions, morpheme boundaries coincide with underlying syllable 
boundaries (but generally not vice versa).

 2.2. Producing the surface syllable structure; ablaut

The underlying vowels I and O are called hard and are never subject to deletion. 
The underlying vowel E is by default soft and is deleted in many positions, which 
produces the surface codas. Specifically:

  – the E in the initial syllable, as well as an E preceded by ẏ(W), 
is never deleted and for vowel deletion rules works like a hard vowel;
  
  – the sequence QWE (not in the initial syllable) before a bilabial 
(B) or CW becomes Ŵ (the so-called operator of absorbed umlaut, see 
2.3 below); if Ŵ is preceded by an E, this is treated as a hard vowel;

  – otherwise E's are treated as soft and are deleted if the preceding 
syllable contains a hard vowel; if there is a chain of sylables with 
soft E, the odd-numbered E's (counting left-to-right) are deleted and 
the even-numbered ones remain.

After the deletion of E's, the CW-combinations which are now in codas trigger the 
labiovelar umlaut (2.1) of vowels; after that, Q becomes silent in coda position.

The main morphological manifestation of vowel deletion is so-called ablaut: 
morphemes (e. g. suffixes and roots) and chains of morphemes (e. g. stems) can 
have two different forms (so-called ablaut grades), one used when the preceding 
morpheme ends in a hard (or even-numbered soft) vowel, and the other after an odd-
numbered soft vowel. Since on the surface the preceding morpheme always ends in a 
vowel with the first group of forms and mostly in a consonant with the second (the 
exception being morphemes ending in a silent coda |Q|), the respective ablaut 
grades are called postvocalic and postconsonantal. Morphemes (resp. stems etc.) 
that demand the postvocalic grade of a following morpheme are called vocalic, and 
those demanding the postconsonantal grade are termed consonantal.  

The alternation by ablaut can considerably alter the shape of rather long chains 
of syllables or morphemes, e. g. in kakteljevme 'onto three fingernails' vs. 
ikkuetlejvem 'onto three fingernails of his'; the vocalic prefix i- (|QI-|) '3M' 
switches the stem of kakte (|kEkWEtE|) 'fingernail' to its postvocalic ablaut 
grade (since the first underlying syllable of the stem is not "hardened" anymore 
for its word-initial status), namely -kkuet, and this change then affects the 
ablaut grades of each of the following morphemes in the word. 

This example also helps to illustrate how selecting a different ablaut grade can 
alter the morphological structure and ultimately the meaning of the form. While 
ikkuetle means 'three fingernails of his', ikaktel (with unaltered stem, -kakte-) 
is 'three fingernails of theirs (= of those three men)': the postconsonantal stem 
grade in ikaktel implies that i- is a consonantal morpheme, i. e. underlyingly 
QI-QE- rather than just QI-, and -QE- is indeed a meaningful component in this 
context (the marker of trial number of the possessor).
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The table below tries to collate all the derivation steps for kakteljevme and 
ikkuetlejvem:

Derivation step Underlying shape Surface shape 
(prefixless)

Surface shape 
(with 3m prefix)

(QI-)kEkWEtE 
'(3m-)fingernail' 

(QI-)kEkWEtE kakte 
'a fingernail'

ikkuet 'a fingernail 
of his'

+ lE 
'trial number'

(QI-)kEkWEtElE kakte-l 'three 
fingernails'

ikkuet-le 'three 
fingernails of his'

+ jE 
'generic locative'

(QI-)kEkWEtElEjE kaktel-je 'near 
three fingernails'

ikkuetle-j 'near three 
fingernails of his'

+ vE 'superessive' (QI-)kEkWEtElEjEvE kaktelje-v 'on 
three fingernails'

ikkuetlej-ve 'on three 
fingernails of his'

+ mE 'lative' (QI-)kEkWEtElEjEvEmE kakteljev-me 'onto 
three fingernails'

ikkuetlejve-m 'onto 
three fingernails of 
his'

In morphemes represented in the standard Romanization, the ablaut grades are 
simply listed, with C and V as the conventional shortcuts for consonantal and 
vocalic morphemes, respectively; thus, the trial number marker in nouns is written 
V-l ~ C-le. The underlying -QE that affects the ablaut grade of a following 
morpheme is denoted with |Q|, e. g. i|Q|- 'poss. 3m tri.' (as opposed to just i- 
'poss. 3m sg.').

 2.3. Syllables with "absorbed umlaut"

In coda position, Ŵ alone is treated like QW, ŴCW is treated as CW and ŴB as BW 
(i. e. creates a labialized bilabial), except that BO+Ŵ surfaces as By (rather 
than Bou). 

Much more frequent than the above different vowel treatment and emergence of 
underlyingly labialized bilabials in codas is another effect of absorbed umlaut, 
namely, dropping the underlying -QWE- from syllable count for vowel deletion. 
Thus, ṅua |ṅWEQWE| 'fruit' has the dual ṅuate (|ṅWEQWE-tE|) 'two fruits', with the 
expected postconsonantal grade of the dual suffix, but its plural is |ṅWEQWE-ṅWE| 
→ |ṅWEŴṅWE| → |ṅWEŴṅ| → ṅuaṅ 'fruits', where the stem final |QWE| is "absorbed" 
into the labialized |ṅW| of the plural suffix, producing a single surface coda 
consonant. 

 2.4. Consonant hardening

The two inherently "hard" vowels, I and O, have another peculiarity associated 
with their "hard" quality: in a number of forms, they trigger an alternation in 
the following consonant which is termed "consonant hardening".
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The consonants potentially subject to hardening are b, d, g, l, ṅ, v, ẏ and z, 
i. e. all the voiced consonants except m, n and j; the hardening alternation 
produces voiceless consonants, according to the following chart:

    b           p
    d(W)        t(W)
    g(W)        k(W)
    l           Q
    lW          s  (without labialization)
    ṅ*          k
    v           sW
    ẏ(W)        Q(W)
    z(W)        c(W)

 ------------
 * not ṅW

Consonant hardening can be denoted with -ʰ-, e. g. i(ʰ)- 'poss. 3m sg.' (with ʰ 
bracketed as everywhere when the effect is not automatic; to be read "i- causing 
the hardening of a following morpheme in certain forms"), -ʰlE → -QE (to be read 
"-QE resulting from the hardening of -lE"), and the like. 

* * * * * * * * * <SNIP> * * * * * * * * * 
  3.3.2. Secondary cases 

Secondary cases include dative and so-called concrete spatial cases. Their forms 
are based on a common stem identical to the form of generic locative (and for this 
reason, secondary case markers have been alternatively analyzed as a subset of 
primary postpositions, specifically, those susceptible to ablaut; cf. 3.4 below).

Dative is formed with the suffix -lWE (= C-lue ~ V-ʷl). Besides typical "dative" 
uses, it functions as benefactive.

The forms of spatial cases are listed in the table below.

Generic 
series

Adessive 
series

Inessive 
series

Superessive 
series

Locative (generic 
locative)

-tE = 
C-te ~ V-t

-jWE = 
C-jue ~ V-ʷj

-vE = 
C-ve ~ V-v

Lative -mE = 
C-em ~ V-me

-tEmE = 
C-tem ~ V-tme

-jWEmE = 
C-juem ~ V-ʷjme

-vEmE = 
C-vem ~ V-vme

Ablative -lE = 
C-el ~ V-le

-tElE = 
C-tel ~ V-tle

-jWElE = 
C-juel ~ V-ʷjle

-vElE = 
C-vel ~ V-vle

Locative, lative and ablative are jointly called "orientations". The names of 
specific case forms are composed of the name of the series plus the name of the 
orientation, e. g. "generic lative" or "inessive ablative". The word "locative" is 
often omitted in case names (except in "generic locative"), so e. g. "inessive 
case" is usually equivalent to "inessive locative".

Forms in the locative orientation denote static position relative to the 
referenced noun; the other two orientations denote movement or directedness 
towards (lative) or away from (ablative) the location denoted by the respective 
locative. 
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Forms in the generic series denote approximate location near the object (and are 
used metaphorically more often than the other series); adessive series denotes 
location exactly at the point of reference (and adessive lative often means 'up 
to'); inessive forms refer to location inside or within a tridimensional object or 
bidimensional area, and superessive forms, to location 'on (the surface of)'.

The following table offers an overview of all the case forms. The forms of bouk m. 
'house' illustrate the declension of consonantal stems, juebo m. 'boat' 
exemplifies vocalic stems, and juebol 'three boats' displays the alternation in 
trial suffix which is characteristic of "hard" vocalic stems in the trial number: 
 

  Absolutive (= stem)        bouk             juebo             juebol    
  Ergative                   boukqi           jueboi            juebolqi   
  Dative                     boukjal          juebojlue         juebojal   
    
  Generic locative           boukje           jueboj            jueboje  
  Generic lative             boukjem          juebojme          juebojem  
  Generic ablative           boukjel          juebojle          juebojel 
    
  Adessive-locative          boukjet          juebojte          juebojet 
  Adessive-lative            boukjetme        juebojtem         juebojetme 
  Adessive-ablative          boukjetle        juebojtel         juebojetle 
    
  Inessive-locative          boukjaj          juebojjue         juebojaj  
  Inessive-lative            boukjajme        juebojjuem        juebojajme  
  Inessive-ablative          boukjajle        juebojjuel        juebojajle 
    
  Superessive-locative       boukjev          juebojve          juebojev 
  Superessive-lative         boukjevme        juebojvem         juebojevme 
  Superessive-ablative       boukjevle        juebojvel         juebojevle 

 3.4. Primary postpositions

Primary postpositions are used with generic locative of the noun and form a fixed 
list:

  – zi, equivalent of genitive (glossed 'of' in this description);

  – ko, the generic argument-demoting postposition in voice transformations (see 
section 6.1); also introduces the immediately involved part or aspect of an object 
expressed by another dependent of the same verb;

  – ki 'under; on demand of';

  – duo 'around; about';

  – cui 'with' (both "comitative" and "instrumental" uses);

  – kocui 'without'.

* * * * * * * * * <SNIP> * * * * * * * * * 
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4. Numerals 

The system is decimal. Simple numeral stems are the following:

  ed        1
  juek      2
  cual      3
  det       4
  cui       5
  em        6
  tat       7
  quekui    8
  nuoc      9
  eẏi      10
  cek     100

The names for tens and hundreds are built by putting a simple multiplier before 
'10' and '100': tat eẏi '70', cui cek '500'. The standard way to combine the 
orders is to simply put the lower-order summand after the higher-order number: cui 
cek tat eẏi quekui '578'. Besides, the summands can be connected with the 
conjunction gui 'and', and then their ordering is free: cui cek gui tat eẏi gui 
quekui = quekui gui tat eẏi gui cui cek = tat eẏi quekui gui cui cek = quekui gui 
cui cek tat eẏi etc. 

A multiplier of cek '100' is not necessarily just a simple number from 1 through 9 
but can be any number from 1 through 99; this way counting is extended to 9 999 
(nuoc eẏi nuoc cek nuoc eẏi nuoc).

Of higher numbers, reliably attested is juekjuelke cek (with juekjuelke lit. 
'repeated twice, double') for '10 000'; cualjuelke cek (cualjuelke 'repeated 
thrice, triple') should properly mean 'one million', but in known folklore texts 
it occurs only in a metaphoric use: cacṅuejtyṅ cualjuelke cek 'the innumerable 
stars'. 

All numerals are used as both cardinals and ordinals. As cardinals, they are put 
after the noun which must be in the appropriate number form and can have the 
article but is not inflected for case (i. e. is formally in absolutive); case 
markers are suffixed to the numeral (to its last component if it is a compound). 
As ordinals, numerals are put before their head nouns and are not inflected. 
Numerals can be substantivized (i. e. used without a head noun) only as cardinals. 

5. Selected pronouns

A number of words with pronominal functions are formally nouns or forms of verbs 
displaying few peculiarities in terms of morphosyntax. This section will mostly 
cover pronouns whose morphology and/or very basic syntactic behavior demands 
special discussion.

 5.1. Personal pronouns

These are possessive forms of a nominal stem -lWE, hardened to -sE after the 3rd 
person sg. prefixes:
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                       sg.   du.      tri.     pl.
 
  1st (excl.)          cal   cetlue   cellue   caṅlue 
  1st+2nd (incl.)            qual     quellue  quaṅlue 
  2nd                  mal   metlue   mellue   maṅlue 
  3rd m.               is    itlue    ilue     euṅlue 
  3rd f.               tuos  tuotlue  tuolue   tyṅlue

The forms cited above take case suffixes but don't accept number suffixes or the 
article. For agreement they are formally treated as 3rd person in the semantically 
appropriate gender and number. Thus, with a finite verb:

  (5.1-1a)

  Mal izjue.
  'You (one man) are young.'
   me-ʷl  i-z(E)jue
   2-PERS 3M-be.young

  (5.1-1b)

  Mal tuozjue.
  'You (one woman) are young.'
   Me-ʷl  tuo-z(E)jue
   2-PERS 3F-be.young

  (5.1-2a)

  Mellue izaj.
  'You (three men) are young.'
   me-l-lue   i-Q-zeʷj
   2-TRI-PERS 3M-TRI-be.young

  (5.1-2b)

  Mellue tuozaj.
  'You (three women) are young.'
   me-l-lue   tuo-Q-zeʷj
   2-TRI-PERS 3F-TRI-be.young

With a possessed noun (the independent pronoun emphasizing the identity of 
possessor):

  (5.1-3a)

  Calje-zi ituijqi
  'My dog' (stress on "my"; speaker is male)
   ce-ʷl-je =zi i-tui-j-Qi
   1-PERS-GL of 3M-dog(M)-GL-ART.M

  (5.1-3b)

  Calje-zi tuotuijqi
  'My dog' (stress on "my"; speaker is female)
   ce-ʷl-je =zi tuo-tui-j-Qi
   1-PERS-GL of 3F-dog(M)-GL-ART.M
 
In contexts where the person can be expressed by either an agreement affix or the 
respective personal pronoun, the pronoun is the marked option, implying an 
emphasis on the identity of the referenced object. It should also be noted that 
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the construction where the person is expressed with just an affix cannot be 
considered as produced by simply eliding the pronoun, for with omitted non-3rd-
person pronouns the agreement affix must be changed because of the peculiarity of 
agreement explained above. E. g.:

  (5.1-4a)

  Cal ijuiile.
  'I am tired.' (≈ 'As for me, I am tired'; speaker is male)
   ce-ʷl  i-juii-Qle
   1-PERS 3M-be.tired-IPFV

  (5.1-4b)

  Cejuiile.
  'I am tired.'
   ce-juii-Qle
   1-be.tired-IPFV

This behavior of agreement prefixes contrasts with those cases where the pronoun 
is indeed dropped, e. g. as the result of coordinative deletion:

  (5.1-5a)

  Cal ikop, po is izteb.
  'I came, but he was late.' (≈ 'As for me, I...'; speaker is male)
   ce-ʷl  i-koʰ-b,    po  i-s     i-z(E)te-b
   1-PERS 3M-come-PFV but 3M-PERS 3M-be.late-PFV

– but:

  (5.1-5b)

  Cal ikop, po izteb.
  '(As for me,) I came, but I was late'.
   ce-ʷl  i-koʰ-b,    po  i-z(E)te-b
   1-PERS 3M-come-PFV but 3M-be.late-PFV

Note that in contexts like in 5.1-5a the 3rd person pronoun cannot be dropped, for 
normally the only possible interpretation of the resulting construction would be 
as shown in 5.1-5b. 

 5.2. Reflexive pronouns

Reflexive pronouns (also used as intensive and logophoric, cf. the English 
pronouns in -self/-selves) are possessed forms of a stem -ẏO (hardened to -QO with 
3rd person sg. prefixes):

                       sg.   du.      tri.     pl.
 
  1st (excl.)          ceẏo  cetẏo    celẏo    caṅẏo 
  1st+2nd (incl.)            queẏo    quelẏo   quaṅẏo 
  2nd                  meẏo  metẏo    melẏo    maṅẏo 
  3rd m.               io    itẏo     iẏo      euṅẏo 
  3rd f.               tuoo  tuotẏo   tuoẏo    tyṅẏo 

Like with personal pronouns, the formal possessed stem is inflected for case but 
not number or definiteness, and the whole form triggers an ad sensum agreement in 
gender and number but not person (which defaults to 3rd):
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  (5.2-1)

  Ceẏoj-zi tuotuijqi
  'My own dog' (speaker is female)
   ce-ẏo-j  =zi tuo-tui-j-Qi
   1-REFL-GL of 3F-dog(M)-GL-ART.M  

Reflexivization is controlled by the argument in absolutive; if the ergative role 
is also licensed in the clause, it is the ergative that is treated as a lower-rank 
argument and replaced with the reflexive pronoun:

  (5.2-2)

  Meẏoi kaj meijlel. 
  'You don't see yourself.'
   Me-ẏo-Qi   kaj me-ij-lel 
   2-REFL-ERG not 2-see-IPFV

The same principle works for arguments of non-finite forms of verbs, e. g. of 
attributive participles:

  (5.2-3)

  Zuezjeijjue tuooi ijbek keljetuo
  'The girl who saw herself in the water'
   zuez-je-Qi-j-jue           tuoʰ-ẏo-Qi  ij-be-k      kel-je-tuo
   water(M)-GL-ART.M-GL-INESS 3F-REFL-ERG see-PFV-PTCP girl(F)-GL-ART.F

– or of gerunds:

  (5.2-4)

  Ioi kaj iijlelki
  'That he can't see himself' (lit. 'His not seeing himself')
   iʰ-ẏo-Qi    kaj i-ij-lel-ki
   3M-REFL-ERG not 3M-see-IPFV-GER

Therefore, in this respect Tetlo is a language with strong syntactic ergativity. 

 5.2. Demonstratives

Bare stems e 'this' and ṅue 'that' (without a suffixed article) are used 
independently and refer to non-objects (e. g. situations) or unknown objects; they 
do not inflect for gender or number and are construed as feminine singulars: 

  (5.2-1)

  Ikop. E tuonẏi.
  'He's come. That's good.'
   i-koʰ-b     e    tuo-n(e)ẏi
   3M-come-PFV this 3F-be.good

  (5.2-2)

  E luo-tuoz?
  'What is this?'
   e    luo  =tuo-z
   this what 3F-be 
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  (5.2-3)
  
  Ṅue is-tuoz.
  'That's him.' (≈ 'That noise means that he's come.')
   ṅue  i-s     =tuo-z
   that 3M-PERS 3F-be 

The same two stems with suffixed article refer to objects: ejqi (ejtuo) 'this 
one', ṅuejqi (ṅuejtuo) 'that one'. Unlike regular nouns, the demonstratives do not 
take redundant number markers on their stems, so the only number marker is that 
incorporated in the article, the resulting paradigm being the following (ejqi, 
absolutive case forms; the forms of ṅuejqi are strictly parallel):

  gender            sg.    du.     tri.      pl.

  m.                ejqi   ejqit   ejqi|Q|   ejqeuṅ 
  f.                ejtuo  ejtuot  ejtuo|Q|  ejtyṅ 

Ejqi and ṅuejqi are also used as adnominal demonstratives, 'this' and 'that'. In 
this use, they must follow their head noun which must stand in generic locative 
(here, in its appositive function):

  (5.2-4)

  Voj ejqi
  'This man'
   vo-j      e-j-Qi
   man(M)-GL this-GL-ART.M

  (5.2-5)

  Vouṅje ṅuejqeuṅ
  'Those (pl.) men'
   vo-ʷṅ-je     ṅue-j-Qi-ʷṅ
   man(M)-PL-GL that-GL-ART.M-PL

  (5.2-6)

  Kellej ṅuejtuojal
  'To those three girls'
   kel-le-j       ṅue-j-tuo-Q-je-ʷl
   girl(F)-TRI-GL that-GL-ART.F-TRI-GL-DAT

 5.3. Interrogative pronouns

Interrogative pronouns are based on two stems, luo 'what?' and zui 'who?'. These 
are declined like regular nouns except that they don't inflect for number and are 
used without an article. Zui is always construed as masculine singular (even when 
the context makes it clear that the pronoun refers to females); luo is treated as 
masculine singular when it refers to objects, and as feminine singular when it 
refers to situations. 

Like with demonstratives, siffixing the article to luo and zui is rather a 
lexical-derivational operation producing luojqi (luojtuo) and zuijqi (zuijtuo), 
both meaning 'which one?'; the animacy distinction between these forms matches 
that between luo and zui. Inflection for gender and number is parallel to that of 
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ejqi 'this one' (5.2); like the latter, luojqi and zuijqi can be used 
attributively after a noun put in generic locative. 

Inflection for case is restricted in interrogative pronouns, for they normally 
appear in focussing construction (6.1) as nominal predicates with cliticized 
copula and thus must stand in absolutive.

 5.4. Pronoun-like stems in spatial and temporal reference 

An example of a pronoun-like nominal stem used for spatial reference is al, 
roughly meaning 'this place' but more often occurring in forms like adessive aljet 
'(located) here', adessive-lative aljetme '(moving/directed towards) here', 
generic locative alje 'around here', generic ablative aljel 'from here', and less 
commonly in other cases. Another is its parallel ṅual 'that place' (ṅualjet 
'there', ṅualje 'somewhere in that area', ṅualjel 'from there', etc.).

Common in temporal reference are nominal stems ṅuetṅue, mostly in gen. loc. 
ṅuetṅuej 'then (in the past)', and ṅuegqe in ṅuegqej 'then (in the future)'. Like 
al and ṅual, they are derivates (compounds) based on pronominal roots (QE- 'this', 
ṅWE- 'that'), cf. taṅ in taṅje 'formerly, at some moment in the past' and ge 
(formally ge|Q|-) in geje '<sometime> in the future'. However, joc 'the present 
time' (adess. jocjet 'now', gen. loc. jocje 'presently, these days', adess.-abl. 
jocjetle 'from now on', etc.) shows no apparent connection with demonstratives. 

A peculiarity of the above stems has to do with definiteness: they tend to take no 
suffixed article despite being semantically definite. Another peculiarity, which 
may appear anomalous from a typological (rather than language-internal) 
perspective, is that the stems in question, while expressing meanings mostly 
associated with adverbs cross-linguistically, are still nouns in Tetlo, which is 
especially conspicuous in their behavior in focussing transformations (see 
Section 7.1 for some details).

6. Basic syntax of clause and an overview of verb paradigm

 6.1. Focussing transformation  

  6.1.1. Basic concepts: prototypical roles and trigger position  

The syntax of clause in Tetlo is highly sensitive to communicative structure: the 
clause is construed in different ways depending on what is the in-focus part of 
rheme. If the verb belongs to the in-focus part of rheme and its dependents don't, 
the verb is used in its finite form (and usually is the last word in the clause). 
An example:

  (6.1.1-1a)

  Voj ṅuejqii juebojqi iduombe.
  'That man took the boat' (≈'That man did take the boat' or 'What that man did to 
the boat was take it').
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       juebo-j-Qi       i-duom-be
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-take-PFV

If the in-focus part of rheme includes (or consists of) a nominal dependent, the 
clause is construed as a nominal one (6.9): the dependent in question becomes the 
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nominal predicate followed by a copula in the finite form, while the verb proper 
is put in the form of so-called predicative participle (6.6.2) placed before the 
nominal predicate. This mandatory transformation is called "focussing", and the 
dependent becoming the nominal predicate is labelled with the somewhat 
controversial term "trigger".

The simplest case is where the trigger corresponds to the absolutive argument of 
the prototypical clause with finite verb: 

  (6.1.1-1b)

  Voj ṅuejqii duombekqi juebojqi-iz.
  'That man took the boat' (≈'What that man took was the boat' or 'What that man 
did was take the boat').
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       duom-be-k-Qi    juebo-j-Qi       =i-z
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG take-PFV-PTCP-M boat(M)-GL-ART.M  3M-be

In this example, the prototypical finite verb form iduombe 'took' has been 
converted to the predicative participle duombekqi (agreeing in gender and number 
with the trigger), so the same meaning 'took' is now conveyed by the combination 
duombekqi … iz; and the verb's prototypical absolutive argument juebojqi "the 
boat" has become part of the nominal predicate, juebojqi-iz '… is the boat', i. e. 
the trigger.

If the prototypical role of the trigger is not the absolutive argument, this is 
encoded in the form of the predicative participle, while the trigger itself is 
still put in absolutive before the copula. Since the changed form of the 
predicative participle encodes a different underlying (prototypical) role of a 
privileged dependent (the trigger), the change can be considered essentially a 
change of voice. For example, if the prototypical role of the trigger was the 
argument in ergative, the changed form of the predicative participle 
(duombeditkei) is said to stand in the antipassive voice (the form differing in 
the presence of the antipassive suffix, -dit-, from the default active voice, 
duombekqi): 

  (6.1.1-1c)

  Juebojqij-ko duombeditkei voj ṅuejqi-iz.
  'That man took the boat' (≈'It was that man who took the boat').
   juebo-j-Qi-j        =ko   duom-be-dit-ke-Qi     vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi      =i-z
   boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO"  take-PFV-ANTIP-PTCP-M man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M  3M-be

As it is common with voice transformations, the prototypical privileged argument 
(the absolutive argument of the finite verb and the trigger in active voice 
construction) must be demoted from the privileged position (that of the trigger). 
Our last example illustrates that this argument, if not simply omitted, takes the 
universal marker of demoted argument, i. e. the postposition -ko (juebojqij-ko 
≈ 'with respect to the boat').

Antipassive is the only voice whose marker is a suffix. Markers of all the other 
voices (which promote to the trigger position a dependent that stands in any case 
other than ergative or absolutive, or is accompanied by a primary postposition) 
are prefixes derived from the respective oblique case markers or postpositions 
(6.2); these voices are jointly termed "oblique passives".
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For example, let us consider a dependent in generic ablative (C-le ~ V-l, 
cetdejqijle 'from my father' below):

  (6.1.1-2a)

  Voj ṅuejqii cetdejqijle juebojqi iduombe.
  'That man did take the boat from my father'.
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       ce-tde-j-qi-j-le            juebo-j-Qi       i-duom-be
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL-ABL boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-take-PFV

The voice of the predicative participle needed to promote the oblique dependent to 
the trigger position is an oblique passive, in this example specifically the 
generic ablative passive (coleduombekqi, with the prefix co-Q-le- related to the 
case marker; see 6.2 for an elaboration on the derivation of voice prefixes):

  (6.1.1-2b)

  Voj ṅuejqii juebojqij-ko coleduombekqi cetdejqi-iz.
  'It was from my father that that man took the boat'
   vo-j       ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       juebo-j-Qi-j        =ko  co-Q-le-duom-be-k-Qi        
   man(M)-GL  that-GL-ART.M-ERG boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" PASS-GL-ABL-take-PFV-PTCP-M 
ce-tde-j-Qi          =i-z
1-father(M)-GL-ART.M  3M-be

  6.1.2. Possessor raising in focussing transformation  

The part of clause promoted to the trigger position can be not only a whole 
nominal phrase but also a possessor extracted from a possessive phrase. For 
example, let us consider the following prototypical sentence:

  (6.1.2-1a)

  Voj ṅuejqii cetdejqij-zi eujbojqi iduombe.
  'That man took my father's boat' (≈'That man did take my father's boat').
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       ce-tde-j-Qi-j           =zi i-ʷjbo-j-Qi         i-duom-be
   Man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL  of 3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-take-PFV

If the same situation has to be described while making 'my father' the focus of 
rheme, this can be done by putting cetdejqi 'my father' to the trigger position 
while simultaneously marking the predicative participle for so-called genitive 
passive using the genitive passive prefix coci-:

  (6.1.2-1b)

  Voj ṅuejqii eujbojqij-ko cocituombekqi cetdejqi-iz.
  'That man took my father's boat' (≈'The boat which that man took was my 
father's').
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       i-ʷjbo-j-Qi-j       =ko   coʰ-ziʰ-duom-be-k-Qi     
   Man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG 3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M "KO"  PASS-of-take-PFV-PTCP-M 
ce-tde-j-Qi          =i-z
1-father(M)-GL-ART.M  3M-be

This transformation is extremely important since it makes promotion to the trigger 
position also available for dependents of secondary postpositions and gerunds, 
which are syntactic nouns forming prototypically a possessive construction with 
their arguments. 
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  6.1.3. Dependents of gerunds in focussing transformation 

A gerund is syntactically a noun derived from a verb; the prototypical absolutive 
argument of the verb becomes the possessor of the gerund, and the other dependents 
retain their prototypical forms. For example:

  (6.1.3-1a)

  Calqi ijbektuo voj ṅuejqii juebojqij-zi iduombeki-tuoz.
  'I saw that that man did take the boat' (lit. 'I saw the boat's being taken by 
that man').
   ce-ʷl-Qi   ij-be-k-tuo   vo-j       ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       juebo-j-Qi-j        =zi i-duom-be-ki       
   1-PERS-ERG see-PFV-PTCP-F man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL  of 3M-take-PFV-GER(F) 
=tuo-z
 3F-be    

In this example, iduombeki, the perfective gerund of the verb 'take', is put to 
the trigger position, while the main verb 'see' takes the form of predicative 
participle, ijbektuo (which agrees in gender with the gerund, as also does the 
copula). The absolutive argument of the verb 'take', juebojqi 'the boat', is 
construed as the possessor of the gerund, with which the possessive prefix of the 
gerund agrees in gender and number: juebojqij-zi iduombeki 'taking the boat' or, 
more literally, 'the boat's being taken'.

If the prototypical absolutive argument of the verb, now the possessor of the 
gerund, has to be put to the trigger position, this is done through the possessor 
raising transformation (6.1.2). This means that the main verb 'see' must be in the 
genitive passive with the prefix coci- (cociijbekqi in our example, i. e. the 
predicative participle now agreeing in gender with the new trigger, juebojqi 'the 
boat', formerly the possessor of the gerund); and the gerund of the verb 'take', 
demoted from the trigger position, now takes the demoting postposition -ko 
(iduombekij-ko lit. 'with respect to its being taken'): 

  (6.1.3-1b)

  Voj ṅuejqii iduombekij-ko calqi cociijbekqi juebojqi-iz.  
  'I saw that it was the boat that that man took'.
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       i-duom-be-ki-j      =ko  ce-ʷl-Qi   coʰ-zi-ij-be-k-Qi    
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG  3M-take-PFV-GER-GL "KO" 1-PERS-ERG PASS-of-see-PFV-PTCP-M 
juebo-j-Qi       =i-z
boat(M)-GL-ART.M  3M-be

If the gerund's dependent that has to be in the trigger position is not the 
prototypical absolutive argument of the respective verb, it must be first promoted 
to the privileged role of possessor by selecting the appropriate voice of the 
gerund. Thus, the ergative argument of the verb (voj  ṅuejqi 'that man' in our 
example) can become the possessor of the respective gerund if the latter stands in 
antipassive: voj ṅuejqij-zi iduombeditki lit. 'that man's taking <sth.>'. The 
possessor raising transformation is then applied to this gerund phrase with the 
gerund in antipassive:

  (6.1.3-1c)

  Juebojqij-ko iduombeditkij-ko calqi cociijbekqi voj ṅuejqi-iz.
  'I saw that it was that man who took the boat'.
   juebo-j-Qi-j        =ko  i-duom-be-dit-ki-j       =ko  ce-ʷl-Qi   coʰ-zi-ij-be-k-Qi      vo-j 
   boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL 'KO' 3M-take-PFV-ANTIP-GER-GL 'KO' 1-PERS-ERG PASS-of-see-PFV-PTCP-M man(M)-GL 
ṅue-j-Qi      =i-z
that-GL-ART.M  3M-be
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The same strategy is used with dependents in a secondary case, like cetdejqijle 
(generic ablative) 'from my father' in the following example:

  (6.1.3-2a)

  Calqi ijbektuo voj ṅuejqii cetdejqijle juebojqij-zi iduombeki-tuoz.
  'I saw that that man did take the boat from my father'
   ce-ʷl-Qi   ij-be-k-tuo    vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       ce-tde-j-Qi-j-le            
   1-PERS-ERG see-PFV-PTCP-F man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL-ABL 
juebo-j-Qi-j       =zi i-duom-be-ki       =tuo-z
boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL of 3M-take-PFV-GER(F) 3F-be 

Promotion of this dependent to the trigger position is achieved via the 
intermediary construction with the gerund in generic ablative passive, cetdejqij-
zi icoleduombeki lit. 'my father's being subjected to taking <sth.> from':

  (6.1.3-2b)

  Voj ṅuejqii juebojqij-ko icoleduombekij-ko calqi cociijbekqi cetdejqi-iz.
  'I saw that it was from my father that that man took the boat'.
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       juebo-j-Qi-j        =ko  i-co-Q-le-duom-be-ki-j         =ko  ce-ʷl-Qi 
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" 3M-PASS-GL-ABL-take-PFV-GER-GL "KO" 1-PERS-ERG 
coʰ-zi-ij-be-k-qi      ce-tde-j-qi          =i-z
PASS-of-see-PFV-PTCP-M 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M  3M-be

By applying a similar strategy, a possessive construction which is a dependent of 
the gerund can be split by the possessor raising transformation. For example, the 
following sentence with possessed argument: 

  (6.1.3-3a)

  Calqi ijbektuo voj ṅuejqii cetdejqij-zi eujbojqij-zi iduombeki-tuoz.
  'I saw that that man did take my father's boat'
   ce-ʷl-Qi   ij-be-k-tuo   vo-j       ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       ce-tde-j-Qi-j           =zi  
   1-PERS-ERG see-PFV-PTCP-F man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL of 
i-ʷjbo-j-Qi-j         =zi i-duom-be-ki       =tuo-z
3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL of 3M-take-PFV-GER(F) 3F-be 

– allows for promotion of the possessor (cetdejqi 'my father') to the trigger 
position by using the gerund in genitive passive (with the intermediary 
construction cetdejqij-zi icocituombeki lit. 'my father's being subjected to 
taking <sth. he owns>'):

  (6.1.3-3b)

  Voj ṅuejqii eujbojqij-ko icocituombekij-ko calqi cociijbekqi cetdejqi-iz.  
  'I saw that it was my father's boat that that man took'.
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       i-ʷjbo-j-Qi-j          =ko  i-coʰ-ziʰ-duom-be-ki-j     =ko  ce-ʷl-Qi 
   man(M)-GL that-gl-ART.M-ERG 3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" 3M-PASS-of-take-PFV-GER-GL "KO" 1-PERS-ERG
coʰ-zi-ij-be-k-qi      ce-tde-j-qi          =i-z
PASS-of-see-PFV-PTCP-M 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M  3M-be

However, if the possessed dependent itself (eujbojqi '<his> boat' in our example) 
is backgrounded, it is more common to treat the prototypical gerund construction 
(cetdejqij-zi eujbojqij-zi iduombeki lit. 'my father's boat's being taken') as the 
standard genitive chain with regular nouns, i. e. to promote the leftmost 
possessor (cetdejqi 'my father') to the trigger position without altering the rest 
of the chain (eujbojqij-zi iduombeki '<his> boat's being taken'):
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  (6.1.3-3c)

  Voj ṅuejqii eujbojqij-zi iduombekij-ko calqi cociijbekqi cetdejqi-iz.  
  'I saw that it was my father's boat that that man took'.
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       i-ʷjbo-j-Qi-j          =zi  i-duom-be-ki-j     =ko  ce-ʷl-Qi 
   man(M)-GL that-gl-ART.M-ERG 3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL  of  3M-take-PFV-GER-GL "KO" 1-PERS-ERG
coʰ-zi-ij-be-k-qi      ce-tde-j-qi          =i-z
PASS-of-see-PFV-PTCP-M 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M  3M-be

  6.1.4. Verb categories involved in focussing transformation  

As can be inferred from the examples in 6.1 – 6.3, the inflectional means involved 
in the machinery of the rheme-trigger syntax of Tetlo include:

  – voice prefixes (and the antipassive suffix) expressing all the 
possible prototypical roles of the dependent promoted to the trigger 
position (in predicative participles and gerunds) – to be discussed in 
some detail in 6.2 below;
  – agreement prefixes expressing the person and number (as well as 
gender, in 3rd person) of the verb's prototypical absolutive argument 
(in finite forms, as well as in gerunds when no dependent but the 
gerund itself is promoted to the trigger position) or of the trigger 
(in gerunds with a dependent in trigger position) – explained in 6.3; 
  – agreement suffixes expressing the gender and number of the trigger 
(in predicative participles) – listed in 6.4.

And the categories of verb forms differing in syntactic distribution that we have 
seen in examples 6.1.1-1a through 6.1.3-3c include:

  – finite forms, which obligatorily carry an agreement prefix to 
express person and number (plus gender in 3rd person) of their 
(prototypical) absolutive argument – but have no agreement suffixes 
and no voice markers (see 6.7 for details);
  – predicative participles, which mandatorily carry an agreement 
suffix expressing the gender and number of the trigger, and often have 
a voice marker (an oblique passive prefix or the antipassive suffix) 
to express the trigger's prototypical role (6.6.2);
  – gerunds, which always carry agreement prefixes (to convey 
person/number/gender of either the trigger or the formal possessor), 
which are often followed by a voice prefix (or co-occur with the 
antipassive suffix) encoding the prototypical role of the trigger 
(6.6.3).

Forms and inflectional categories of verbs not covered in the above two lists are 
aspects (6.5), attributive participles (6.6.1) and moods and evidentials (6.7).

 6.2. The inventory of voices 

It was stated above that Tetlo voices make it possible to promote any dependent of 
a verb to the trigger position while retaining the information on its prototypical 
role which becomes encoded in the voice marker of the predicative participles or 
gerunds. 
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Active voice in Tetlo retains the prototypical ergative role assignment, simply 
moving the absolutive argument to the trigger position, and has no special marker 
(cf. examples 6.1.1-1b, 6.1.3-1b). 

To promote to the trigger position an argument in ergative, Tetlo uses the 
antipassive voice whose marker is the suffix -dit (with consonant hardening: -tit) 
which is put immediately before the participle suffix -kE or the gerund suffix -ki 
(see examples 6.1.1-1c and 6.1.3-1c). 

To code the other roles of nouns which are prototypically expressed by oblique 
cases or primary postpositions, Tetlo has a huge inventory of oblique passives. 
For the passives corresponding to generic locative and the secondary cases 
(3.3.2), the passive markers are prefixes consisting of the universal passive 
marker cOʰ- followed by a morpheme which for most cases is identical with the case 
marker as used with nouns but subjected to consonant hardening (2.4) where 
possible (that is, in the markers of superessive series and of dative); only the 
"generic" series (which in nouns is essentially expressed with a zero marker with 
the generic locative stem shared by all the secondary cases) irregularly acquires 
the marker |Q|.  

The table below collates the case markers as used with nouns and the corresponding 
oblique passive prefixes. 

Case      Case suffix     Corresponding voice prefix 

Dative -lWE → C-lue ~ V-ʷl  cO-sE- → cos-

Generic locative (-jE → C-je ~ V-j)  cO-QE- → co|Q|-

Generic lative -mE → C-em ~ V-me  cO-QEmE- → come-

Generic ablative -lE → C-el ~ V-le  cO-QElE- → cole-

Adessive locative -tE → C-te ~ V-t  cO-tE- → cot-

Adessive lative -tEmE → C-tem ~ V-tme  cO-tEmE- → cotme-

Adessive ablative -tElE → C-tel ~ V-tle  cO-tElE- → cotle-

Inessive locative -jWE → C-jue ~ V-ʷj  cO-jWE- → couj-

Inessive lative -jWEmE → C-juem ~ V-ʷjme  cO-jWEmE- → coujme-

Inessive ablative -jWElE → C-juel ~ V-ʷjle  cO-jWElE- → coujle-

Superessive locative -vE → C-ve ~ V-v  cO-sWE- → cous-

Superessive lative -vEmE → C-vem ~ V-vme  cO-sWEmE- → cousme-

Superessive ablative -vElE → C-vel ~ V-vle  cO-sWElE- → cousle-

The names of oblique passives in this group are derived from the respective case 
names: "dative passive", "inessive lative passive", etc.
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The derivation of the oblique passive prefixes corresponding to primary 
postpositions follows the same principle: the universal passive marker cOʰ- is 
followed by a morpheme identical to the postposition (but with first consonant 
hardened where possible), as shown in the chart below. 

  Postposition                 Corresponding voice prefix 

  zi ("genitive")                 cociʰ- 
  ko (involved part etc.)         cokoʰ-
  ki ('under' etc.)               cokiʰ-
  duo ('around, about')           cotuoʰ-
  cui ('with')                    cocuiʰ-
  kocui ('without')               cokocuiʰ-

The names of the voices in this group are derived from the respective Tetlo 
postpositions, e. g. duo-passive, cui-passive, etc. Only the passive corresponding 
to zi, due to its special importance, has its own name, "genitive passive". It is 
also the only passive whose marker can be prefixed to a form already marked for 
another passive (or for antipassive).

It can be noticed that the markers of all the lative and ablative passives, as 
well as of the postpositional passives, are vocalic morphemes and thus mandatorily 
select the postvocalic ablaut grade (2.2) of the following stem. The effects of 
deleted glottal stop and absorbed umlaut are the same as we have seen with the 
possessive prefixes in nouns (3.1). Besides, the markers of postpositional 
passives end in hard vowels and mandatorily trigger the hardening (2.4) of the 
immediately following consonant if the latter is susceptible to such alternation.

 6.3. Agreement prefixes

These are identical in shape with the possessive prefixes in nouns and pronouns 
(3.1), i. e. underlyingly:

                       sg.    du.     tri.    pl.
 
  1st (excl.)          cE-    cEtE-   cElE-   cEṅWE-
  1st+2nd (incl.)      -      QWE-    QWElE-  QWEṅWE-
  2nd                  mE-    mEtE-   mElE-   mEṅWE-
  3rd m.               QI-    QItE-   QIQE-   QIṅWE-
  3rd f.               tWO-   tWOtE-  tWOQE-  tWOṅWE-

– and by default on the surface:

                       sg.     du.      tri.     pl.
 
  1st (excl.)          ce-     cet-     cel-     caṅ- 
  1st+2nd (incl.)              que-     quel-    quaṅ- 
  2nd                  me-     met-     mel-     maṅ- 
  3rd m.               i-      it-      i|Q|-    euṅ- 
  3rd f.               tuo-    tuot-    tuo|Q|-  tyṅ- 

Switching between the ablaut grades, with all the concomitant alternations, 
follows the same rules as with possessive prefixes. The only difference is that 
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the agreement prefixes in verbs never trigger consonant hardening (2.4) in the 
following stem. 

 6.4. Agreement suffixes

These are identical in shape with the suffixed article in nouns, and in some 
analyses are claimed to be indeed just a somewhat special use of the article: 

  gender            sg.    du.     tri.     pl.

  m.               -(q)i  -(q)it  -(q)i    -(q)euṅ 
  f.               -tuo   -tuot   -tuo     -tyṅ 

 6.5. Aspects

Essential for the aspectual distinctions is the division of all verb lexemes into 
two lexical-grammatical categories: static and dynamic. 

Static verbs mostly correspond to lexical adjectives of European languages and 
have no differentiated aspect forms (and are said to be always in the same "static 
aspect"); the stem can be used as is to form the finite form and can take the 
suffixed markers of participle, gerund and moods immediately. An example is neẏi- 
'be good': finite form (indicative) inẏi '<he> is good', participle neẏik 'good', 
gerund inẏiki '<his> being good', imperative neẏiko 'be good!', etc. 

Dynamic verbs are mandatorily marked for one of the two "dynamic" aspects, 
perfective or imperfective. In grammatical derivation, stems of dynamic verbs 
never occur without the aspect markers, and every non-aspectual form in their 
paradigm exists in two aspectual versions. An example is duom- 'take': perfective 
stem duombe-, imperfective stem duomlel-; finite (indicative) iduombe ~ iduomlel, 
participle duombek ~ duomlelke, gerund iduombeki ~ iduomlelki, etc. 

The underlying shapes of the aspect suffixes are: perfective -bE, imperfective 
-lElE, i. e. C-be ~ V-b and C-lel ~ V-lle (duom- 'take': duombe-, duomlel-; nete- 
'damage': neteb-, netelle-). With stems ending in hard vowels, the suffixes are 
subjected to consonant hardening: -pE, -QElE → V-p, V-le (ko- 'come': kop-, 
kole-). With a few stems ending in a hard vowel, the suffixes remain immune to 
consonant hardening; the most frequent verb in this group is mo- 'sit (down)' 
(pfv. mob-, ipfv. molle-).

The perfective suffix -bE can participate in absorbed umlaut with stems 
underlyingly ending in -QWE, e. g. sua- (sWEQWE-) 'fall' → pfv. suab- (sWEQWE-bE- 
→ sWEŴbE- → sWEʷb-), ipfv. sualel-. 

Tetlo has no tenses. By default, verbs in static or imperfective aspect are 
interpreted as referring to the present, and verbs in perfective, to the past; but 
a different time frame can always be set e. g. by adverbials or even by non-verbal 
context.  

 6.6. Non-finite forms of verb

Non-finite forms of verbs include attributive participles, predicative participles 
and gerunds; besides, there is a form called "non-finite imperative" (6.8.1).
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  6.6.1. Attributive participles

Attributive participles are built by adding the suffix -kE to the stem (which in 
dynamic verbs must be already marked for aspect). 

Attributive participles are always used adnominally and placed before their head 
noun. With participles not marked for voice, the head noun fills the prototypical 
absolutive valency of the verb:

  (6.6.1-1a)

  Boukjei ide.
  'The house is big'.
   bouk-je-Qi        i-Q(E)de
   house(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be.big

  (6.6.1-1b)

  Edke boukjei.
  'The big house'.
   ed-ke       bouk-je-Qi
   be.big-PTCP house(M)-GL-ART.M

  (6.6.1-2a)

  Vojqi imolle.
  'The man is sitting'.
   vo-j-Qi         i-mo-lle
   man(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-sit-IPFV

  (6.6.1-2b)

  Mollek vojqi.
  'The sitting man'.
   mo-lle-k      vo-j-Qi
   sit-IPFV-PTCP man(M)-GL-ART.M 

If the head noun fills some other valency of the verb, the participle is put in 
the appropriate voice (in 6.6.1-3c, antipassive). The other dependents of the 
participle, if present, are placed before the participle. 

  (6.6.1-3a)

  Voj ṅuejqii juebojqi iduombe.
  'That man did take the boat'.
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       juebo-j-Qi       i-duom-be
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-take-PFV

  (6.6.1-3b)

  Voj ṅuejqii duombek juebojqi. 
  'The boat taken by that man'.
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       duom-be-k     juebo-j-Qi
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG take-PFV-PTCP boat(M)-GL-ART.M 

  (6.6.1-3c)

  Juebojqij-ko duombeditke vojqi.
  'The man who took the boat'.
   juebo-j-Qi-j        =ko  duom-be-dit-ke      vo-j-Qi     
   boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" take-PFV-ANTIP-PTCP man(M)-GL-ART.M
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A couple examples with the participles in oblique passives (superessive passive in 
6.6.1-4, inessive passive in 6.6.1-5):

  (6.6.1-4)

  Vojqij-ko cousmollek evjetuo.
  'The stone the man is sitting on'. 
   vo-j-Qi-j          =ko  co-ʷs-mo-lle-k              ev-je-tuo
   man(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" PASS-SUPERESS-sit-IPFV-PTCP stone(F)-GL-ART.F

  (6.6.1-5)

  Calje-ko coujquallelke boukjei.
  'The house I live in'.
   ce-ʷl-je  =ko  co-ʷj-qual-lel-ke         bouk-je-Qi
   1-PERS-GL "KO" PASS-INESS-live-IPFV-PTCP house(M)-GL-ART.M

The genitive passive makes it possible for the head noun to be the possessor of a 
prototypical dependent:

  (6.6.1-6)

  Voj ṅuejqii eujbojqij-ko cocituombek cetdejqi.
  'My father whose boat was taken by that man'. 
   vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi       i-ʷjbo-j-Qi-j       =ko  coʰ-ziʰ-duom-be-k     ce-tde-j-Qi
   man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG 3M-boat-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" PASS-of-take-PFV-PTCP 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M 

The same strategy is used for dependents with secondary postpositions 
(underlyingly, possessed nouns, cf. 3.5):

  (6.6.1-7)

  Tuosje-ko icokicpej-ko cociconokbek juebojqi. 
  'The boat under which it was hidden'.
   tuo-s-je   =ko  i-cokicpe-j      =ko  coʰ-zi-co-Q-nok-be-k          juebo-j-Qi
   3F-PERS-GL "KO" 3M-area.below-GL "KO" PASS-of-PASS-GL-hide-PFV-PTCP boat(M)-GL-ART.M

In discussing participles, a couple remarks are pertinent on their syntactic 
interaction with other noun modifiers.  

Participial phrases (i. e. participles with their dependents) can combine with 
possessive modifiers of nouns, and less freely with other postpositional phrases 
used as noun modifiers. With possessive phrases, the redundant morphology of the 
possessive constructions in Tetlo often helps syntactic parsing. Thus, in the 
following example:  

  (6.6.1-8)

  Cetdejqij-zi voj ṅuejqii duombek eujbojqi.
  'My father's boat taken by that man'.
   ce-tde-j-Qi-j           =zi vo-j      ṅue-j-Qi-Qi            duom-be-k     i-ʷjbo-j-Qi
   1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL  of man(M)-GL that-GL-ART.M-ERG take-PFV-PTCP 3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M

– eujbojqi '<his> boat', due to its possessive prefix, is the only possible head 
for the genitive cetdejqij-zi 'my father's', while voj ṅuejqi 'that man', lacking 
a possessive prefix, cannot be linked to a possessor (although with the 
appropriate prefix added, it is perfectly grammatical in Tetlo to say cetdejqij-zi 
ivoj ṅuejqi 'that one of my father's men').  
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However, possessive prefixes often fail to secure proper disambiguation. Consider 
the following example:

  (6.6.1-9)

  Itdejqij-zi imdijqii duombek eujbojqi.
  'His father's boat taken by his friend' or 
  'His boat taken by his father's friend'. 
   i-tde-j-Qi-j            =zi i-mdi-j-Qi-Qi             duom-be-k     i-ʷjbo-j-Qi
   3M-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL of 3M-friend(M)-GL-ART.M-ERG take-PFV-PTCP 3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M

Despite the ambiguity, such phrases are not ungrammatical in Tetlo, and do occur 
in texts. If disambiguation is necessary, relative clauses (8.1) can be used 
instead of participial phrases. 

The situation with other postpositions and oblique cases (more often used as 
syntactic equivalents of adverbs than as noun modifiers) is different. The two 
examples below are perfectly grammatical in Tetlo:

  (6.6.1-10a)

  Cetdejqij-zi luopijqij boukjei. 
  'My father's house near the bridge'.
   ce-tde-j-Qi-j          =zi luopi-j-Qi-j          bouk-je-Qi 
   1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL of bridge(M)-GL-ART.M-GL house(M)-GL-ART.M

  (6.6.1-10b)

  Meitojqijjuel luos.
  'A woman from your village'.
   me-ito-j-Qi-j-jue-l                luos   
   2-village(M)-GL-ART.M-GL-INESS-ABL woman

However, the following two examples are more problematic:

  (6.6.1-11a)

  Cetdejqij-zi luopijqij edke boukjei. 
  'My father's big house near the bridge'.
   ce-tde-j-Qi-j          =zi luopi-j-Qi-j          ed-ke       bouk-je-Qi 
   1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL of bridge(M)-GL-ART.M-GL be.big-PTCP house(M)-GL-ART.M

  (6.6.1-11b)

  Meitojqijjuel juevik luos.
  'A beautiful woman from your village'.
   me-ito-j-Qi-j-jue-l                juevi-k           luos   
   2-village(M)-GL-ART.M-GL-INESS-ABL be.beautiful-PTCP woman

There is a strong tendency in Tetlo to use this type of constructions only when 
either some lexicalization is involved (i. e. the participle + noun combination is 
a set phrase or the participle resembles a determiner, e. g. duok '<being> the 
same'), or else when the whole nominal phrase is backgrounded (which is not quite 
typical of nouns with heavy modifiers). Therefore, the phrases in 6.6.1-11a and 
6.6.1-11b will sound rather unnatural in most contexts. 

A common way to express the meanings intended in 6.6.1-11a and 6.6.1-11b is to 
make the noun in oblique case part of a participial phrase based on a semantically 
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appropriate verb; as it is generally the case in Tetlo with heavy participial 
phrases, they are connected to other participles coordinatively, mostly by means 
of the conjunction gui 'and': 

  (6.6.1-12a)

  Cetdejqij-zi luopijqij mollek gui edke boukjei. 
  'My father's big house near the bridge'.
   ce-tde-j-Qi-j          =zi luopi-j-Qi-j          mo-lle-k      gui ed-ke       bouk-je-Qi 
   1-father(M)-GL-ART.M-GL of bridge(M)-GL-ART.M-GL sit-IPFV-PTCP and be.big-PTCP house(M)-GL-ART.M

  (6.6.1-12b)

  Meitojqijjuel kopke gui juevik luos.
  'A beautiful woman from your village'.
   me-ito-j-Qi-j-jue-l                koʰ-b-ke      gui juevi-k           luos   
   2-village(M)-GL-ART.M-GL-INESS-ABL come-PFV-PTCP and be.beautiful-PTCP woman

In these examples, luopijqij mollek gui edke can be more literally translated as 
'sitting near the bridge and big', and meitojqijjuel kopke gui juevik, as 'who has 
come from your village and is beautiful'. 

No part of a participial phrase can be promoted to the trigger position in the 
sentence (again, this restriction is easily obviated by using a relative clause 
instead of a participial phrase). 

* * * * * * * * * <SNIP> * * * * * * * * * 
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  6.8.1. Imperative

The imperative mood denotes an action (or change of state) which the speaker wants 
to be accomplished by the listener, or a state which the speaker wants to be 
maintained by the listener. 

The finite form of the imperative is built by adding the suffix -ko to the stem 
(already marked for aspect). With intransitive verbs the role of the implied 
second person argument corresponds to the prototypical absolutive; the 2nd person 
pronoun (in absolutive) can be present overtly but more often is omitted:

  (6.8.1-1a)

  Memob.
  'You sat down'.
   me-mo-b
   2-sit-PFV

  (6.8.1-1b)

  (Mal) mobko!
  'Sit down!'
   (me-ʷl)  mo-b-ko
   (2-PERS) sit-PFV-IMP

  (6.8.1-2a)

  Memolle.
  'You are sitting'.
   me-mo-lle
   2-sit-IPFV

  (6.8.1-2b)

  (Mal) molleko!
  'Keep sitting!'
   (me-ʷl)  mo-lle-ko
   (2-PERS) sit-IPFV-IMP

  (6.8.1-3a)

  Mepii.
  'You are strong'.
   me-pii
   2-be.strong

  (6.8.1-3b)

  (Mal) piiko!
  'Be strong!'
   (me-ʷl)  pii-ko
   (2-PERS) be.strong-IMP

With transitive verbs, the implied second person argument corresponds to the 
prototypical ergative; the pronoun, if present, must be in ergative, but like with 
intransitives, is usually omitted:
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  (6.8.1-4a)

  Malqi tuoduombe. 
  'You took it'.
   me-ʷl-Qi   tuo-duom-be
   2-PERS-ERG 3F-take-PFV

  (6.8.1-4b)

  (Malqi) duombeko! 
  'Take <it>!'
   (me-ʷl-Qi)   duom-be-ko
   (2-PERS-ERG) take-PFV-IMP

This difference in syntactic properties of imperatives emphasizes the strong 
lexical divide between transitive and intransitive verbs in Tetlo.

In focussing transformation, the trigger is construed as with the indicative 
(i. e. placed clause-finally and accompanied by the encliticized copula); however, 
instead of a predicative participle, the verb takes a special form called "non-
finite imperative". This form always ends in -kijme, and it is easy to notice that 
it is near-identical in shape with the generic lative case of the respective 
gerund (cf. the use of the latter form in subjunctive, 6.8.2) but differs in 
having no agreement prefixes. 

The simplest form is that of active voice in transitive verbs; the optional 2nd 
person pronoun, if present, is in ergative:

  (6.8.1-5)

  (Malqi) duombekijme juebojqi-iz!
  'Take the boat!'
   (me-ʷl-Qi)   (-)duom-be-ki-j-me        juebo-j-Qi       =i-z
   (2-PERS-ERG) (IMP-)take-PFV-GER-GL-LAT boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be 

With active voice of a transitive verb, it is the 2nd person pronoun (the 
prototypical absolutive argument) that is promoted to the trigger position; such 
forms are often difficult to translate into English with an imperative:

  (6.8.1-6)

  Piikijme mal-iz!
  'It's you who must be strong!'
   (-)pii-ki-j-me             me-ʷl  =i-z
   (IMP-)be.strong-GER-GL-LAT 2-PERS 3M-be 

A similar difficulty exists with translation of transitive imperatives in 
antipassive: 

  (6.8.1-7)

  Juebojqij-ko duombeditkijme mal-iz!
  'It's you who should take the boat!'
   juebo-j-Qi-j        =ko  (-)duom-be-dit-ki-j-me          me-ʷl  =i-z
   boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" (IMP-)take-PFV-ANTIP-GER-GL-LAT 2-PERS 3M-be 

The oblique passives display less peculiarities. The 2nd person pronoun, if 
present, must be in ergative with transitives and in generic locative plus -ko 
with intransitives:
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  (6.8.1-8a)

  (Malje-ko) comobkijme evjetuo-tuoz!
  'Sit down near the stone!'
   (me-ʷl-je  =ko) (-)co-Q-mo-b-ki-j-me             ev-je-tuo         =tuo-z
   (2-PERS-GL "KO" (IMP-)PASS-GL-sit-PFV-GER-GL-LAT stone(F)-GL-ART.F  3F-be 

  (6.8.1-8b)

  (Malqi) ej-ko coujleduombekijme juebojqi-iz!
  'Take it out of the boat!'
   (me-ʷl-Qi)   e-j     =ko  (-)co-ʷj-le-duom-be-ki-j-me              juebo-j-Qi       =i-z
   (2-PERS-ERG) this-GL "KO" (IMP-)PASS-INESS-ABL-take-PFV-GER-GL-LAT boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be 

The construction used with genitive passive, too, is in principle the same as in 
indicative:

  (6.8.1-9a)

  (Malqi) eujbojqij-ko cocituombekijme cetdejqi-iz!
  'Take my father's boat!'
   (me-ʷl-Qi)   i-ʷjbo-j-qi-j       =ko  (-)coʰ-ziʰ-duom-be-ki-j-me        ce-tde-j-qi          =i-z
   (2-PERS-ERG) 3M-boat-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" (IMP-)PASS-of-take-PFV-GER-GL-LAT 1-father(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be 

  (6.8.1-9b)

  (Malje-ko) iboukjeij-ko cocicoujmekopkijme cetdejqi-iz!
  'Come to my father's house!'
   (me-ʷl-Qi)   i-bouk-je-Qi-j       =ko  (-)coʰ-ziʰ-co-ʷj-me-koʰ-b-ki-j-me                
   (2-PERS-ERG) 3M-house-GL-ART.M-GL "KO" (IMP-)PASS-of-PASS-INESS-LAT-come-PFV-GER-GL-LAT 
ce-tde-j-qi          =i-z
1-father(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be 

  6.8.2. Subjunctive

The subjunctive is the mood used in Tetlo for most irrealis statements, including 
(among others) wishes, reported orders and purpose clauses. 

In explaining the formation of the subjunctive, it is convenient to start from the 
form used in the focussing transformation. In clauses with a trigger, the 
subjunctive differs from the indicative solely in using the respective gerund in 
generic lative instead of the predicative participle; the agrement with the 
trigger in gender and number is conveyed by agreement prefixes (always 3rd person) 
instead of agreement suffixes. Compare:

  (6.8.2-1a)

  Calqi tuicbekqi tei-iz.
  'I used a knife' (indicative).
   ce-ʷl-Qi   tuic-be-k-Qi   tei   =i-z
   1-PERS-ERG use-PFV-PTCP-M knife 3M-be  
   
  (6.8.2-1b)

  Calqi ituicbekijme tei-iz.
  'I'd use a knife' (subjunctive).
   ce-ʷl-Qi   i-tuic-be-ki-j-me     tei   =i-z
   1-PERS-ERG 3M-use-PFV-GER-GL-LAT knife 3M-be  
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The subjunctive equivalent of the finite form of indicative is composed the same 
form of gerund in lative put immediately before the copula. Since otherwise the 
copula does not allow its predicative argument to be a noun in an oblique case 
(see 6.9 for some details), this frozen construction is unusual in Tetlo; 
essentially the gerund and the copula form a single syntactic unit, and the whole 
combination is classified as a "quasi-finite" form of verb. 

  (6.8.2-2a)

  E calqi kaj tuonuonlel.
  'I don't eat this' (indicative).
   e       ce-ʷl-Qi   kaj tuo-nuon-lel
   this(F) 1-PERS-ERG not 3F-eat-IPFV

  (6.8.2-2b)

  E calqi kaj tuonuonlelkijme-tuoz.
  'I wouldn't eat this' (subjunctive). 
   e       ce-ʷl-Qi   kaj tuo-nuon-lel-ki-j-me  =tuo-z
   this(F) 1-PERS-ERG not 3F-eat-IPFV-GER-GL-LAT 3F-be 

Some more examples:

  (6.8.2-3)

  Cuo ikopkijme-iz, (ṅuej-ko) caṅluei iijbekijme-iz.
  'Had he come, (then) we'd have seen him'.
   cuo   i-ko-p-ki-j-me         =iz,  ṅue-j   =ko  ce-ʷṅ-lue-Qi  i-ij-be-ki-j-me       =i-z
   "CUO" 3M-come-PFV-GER-GL-LAT 3M-be that-GL "KO" 1-PL-PERS-ERG 3M-see-PFV-GER-GL-LAT  3M-be  

  (6.8.2-4)

  Cekop cuo malqi iijabkijme meboukjei-iz.
  'I have come so you'd show <me> your house'.
   ce-ko-p    cuo   me-ʷl-Qi   i-ij(E)-Ŵ-b-ki-j-me        me-bouk-je-i        =i-z 
   1-come-PFV "CUO" 2-PERS-ERG 3M-see-CAUS-PFV-GER-GL-LAT 2-house(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be 

The use of voices in the focussing transformation is the same as in the 
indicative:

  (6.8.2-5a)

  Aj isicbe cuo malqi juebojqi iduombekijme-iz.
  'He said that you should indeed take the boat'.
   aj   i-sic-be   cuo   me-ʷl-Qi   juebo-j-Qi       i-duom-be-ki-j-me      =i-z
   thus 3M-say-PFV "CUO" 2-PERS-ERG boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-take-PFV-GER-GL-LAT 3M-be 

  (6.8.2-5b)

  Aj isicbe cuo juebojqij-ko iduombeditkijme mal-iz.
  'He said that it's you who should take the boat'.
   aj   i-sic-be   cuo   juebo-j-Qi-j        =ko   i-duom-be-dit-ki-j-me        me-ʷl  =i-z
   thus 3M-say-PFV "CUO" boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO"  3M-take-PFV-ANTIP-GER-GL-LAT 2-PERS 3M-be 

  (6.8.2-5c)

  Aj isicbe cuo malqi iduombekijme juebojqi-iz.
  'He said that you should take the boat'.
   aj   i-sic-be   cuo   me-ʷl-Qi   i-duom-be-ki-j-me      juebo-j-Qi       =i-z
   thus 3M-say-PFV "CUO" 2-PERS-ERG 3M-take-PFV-GER-GL-LAT boat(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be 
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  (6.8.2-5d)

  Aj isicbe cuo eujbojqij-ko malqi icocituombekijme cetdejqi-iz.
  'He said that it's my father's boat that you should take'.
   aj   i-sic-be   cuo   i-ʷjbo-j-Qi-j          =ko   me-ʷl-Qi   i-coʰ-ziʰ-duom-be-ki-j-me      
   thus 3M-say-PFV "CUO" 3M-boat(M)-GL-ART.M-GL "KO"  2-PERS-ERG 3M-PASS-of-take-PFV-GER-GL-LAT  
ce-tde-j-Qi          =i-z
1-father(M)-GL-ART.M 3M-be

* * * * * * * * * <SNIP> * * * * * * * * * 
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